
Forest School at Riverbank Academy

Leading to greater independence, employment or further education 

Navigator and Discovery AdventurerExplorer 

At KS3 in the Navigator and Discovery curriculum students learn to 
develop their confidence. As they become familiar with Forest 
School they can take their new-found confidence into school and 
into other areas of their lives. Activities include sensory play and 
display involvement in self-chosen activities, to discover new 
places and build up confidence and self-esteem.  Discover the 
woodlands and take part in recognising different sounds and 
making patterns Small achievable tasks also to link with whole 
school curriculum themes.

At KS4 in the Navigator and Discovery curriculum students learn 
and take part in the Wild Challenge Award Scheme which 
involves helping wildlife, exploring nature, and working towards a 
bronze award.

The KS4 Rotational Group will learn basic forest school skills 
and have a personalised program which includes a qualification 
at AQA Entry Level.

At KS3 in the Explorer curriculum students learn to solve 
problems and be creative and imaginative at Forest School thus 
showing enterprising behaviour. Activities will include exploring 
colour, texture and space, understanding the world by using their 
senses, group games, exploring the area looking at what lives in 
our woodlands, leaf, plant and tree identification, tool use, art & 
crafts also to link with our whole school curriculum themes.

At KS4 in the Explorer curriculum students learn and take part in 
Wild Challenge Award Scheme which involves wild writing, plant 
safari, sensing the world, wildlife detecting, pond dipping also to 
link with national curriculum themes. 

KS4 Rotational Group will learn basic forest school skills and 
have a personalised program which includes a qualification at 
AQA Entry Level.

At KS3 in the Adventurer curriculum students learn to assess, 
appreciate and take risks, making sensible, informed decisions about 
how to tackle the activities and experiences they encounter. Activities 
will include use of tools, designing and building wooden projects, 
scavenger hunts, fire management, two person shelters also to link 
with national curriculum themes.

The KS4 and KS5 forest school options group will learn 
Advanced Bushcraft Skills relating to survival. This builds on the 
skills and experiences learnt at KS3. This is supported with a level 
1 accreditation where specific units have been carefully selected 
to make a purposeful, exciting and enjoyable qualification! 

At KS5 students learn and take part in a variety of forest school activities with a personalised program and individual work books.  Topics include tool use, fire-craft, knowledge and understanding of the 
environment, woodcraft skills and team building games.  Students will complete 10 AQA unit awards through the year at Entry Level 3 and Level 1: Basic woodworking Skills; Wood craft Skills (unit 1); Building a 
bird box and identifying birds; Improving an outdoor area; Building a low impact campfire; Exploring trees; Recognition and use of hand tools; Survival skills: outdoor cooking; Building a survival shelter; Designing 
and making a board game. 

The KS5 Rotational Group will learn basic forest school skills and have a personalised program which includes AQA entry level qualifications that are carefully selected for each group. 


